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Krill: KorAP search and analysis engine

1 Introduction

KorAP1 (Korpusanalyseplattform) is a corpus search and analysis platform for handling
very large corpora witlr multiple annotation layers, multiple query languages, and 
complex licensing models (Banski et al., 2013a). It is intended to succeed the COSMAS II 
systenr (Bodnrer, 1996) in providing D e R e K o , the German reference corpus (Kupietz 
and Lüngen, 2014), hosted by the Institute for the German Language (IDS).1 2 The 
corpus consists of a wide ränge of texts such as fiction, newspaper articles and scripted 
speech, annotated on multiple linguistic levels, for instance part-of-speech and syntactic 
dependency structures. It was reported to contain approximately 30 billion words in 
September 2016 and still grows continually.

Krill3 {Corpus-dato, Retrieval Index using Lucene for Look-ups) is a. corpus search
engine that serves as a search component in KorAP. It is based on Apache Lucene,4 a 
populär and well-established information retrieval engine. Lucene’s lightweight memory 
requirements and scalable indexing are suitable for handling large corpora whose size 
increases rapidly. It Supports full-text search for many query types including phrase and 
wildcard queries, and allows custonr implementations to cope witlr complex linguistic 
queries.

In this paper, we describe Krill and how its index is designed to handle full-text 
and complex annotation search combining different annotation layers and sources of 
very large corpora. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes how a 
search works in KorAP (starting fronr receiving a search request until returning the 
search results). Section 3 explains how corpus data are represented and indexed in 
Krill. Section 4 describes various kinds o f queries handled by Krill and how they are 
processed for the actual search on the index. The Krill response fornrat containing 
search results is described in Section 5. We present related and further work in Section 
6 and 7 respectively. The paper ends witlr a sunnnary.

2 Search Flow

The KorAP architecture’s design is based on a nricroservice architecture comprising 
small independent components that are easy to extend, to replace and to maintain 
(Diewald et al., 2016). Figure 1 illustrates the KorAP architecture and the interactions

1https://korap.ids-mannheim.de/
2http://www.ids-mannheim.de/
3https://github.com/KorAP/Krill
4https://lucene.apache.org/
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Figure 1: T h e  K o rA P  A rch itectu re

among its components. In addition to the search engine Krill, the components include 
a user interface (Kalamar), a query serializer (Koral), a user and resource policy 
management System (Kustvakt) and a. receptionist Service (cf. Büttclrer et al., 2010,
ch. 14.1.1) for the search engine to provide parallel search (Kanalito).

A KorAP search process Starts by sending a query in a particular query language, 
either using the Kalamar frontend or a direct API request to Kustvakt. Supported 
query languages include COSMAS II (Bodnrer, 1996), ANNIS (Rosenfeld, 2010), and 
Poliqarp (a CQP variant; Przepiorkowski et ah, 2004).

The query is then serialized by Koral resulting in a generic representation as Koral- 
Query (Bingel and Diewald, 2015). Kustvakt may relay the KoralQuery to a single Krill 
instance to conduct a search or to Kanalito for a parallel search of distributed Krill 
instances. The actual search is performed in Krill, and query results are eventually 
returned to the API endpoint and may be displayed in Kalamar.

Kustvakt is the API provider of KorAP nranaging the interaction of all components. 
One of its primary tasks is to monitor user access to resources, and thus to guarantee the 
retrieval of resources with respect to their intellectual property rights before commencing 
a search (Banski et ah, 2014). When a user request involves unauthorized resources, 
Kustvakt may rewrite the corresponding KoralQuery in Order to linrit the query to 
only those resources available to that user. Besides, it nray inject values fronr user 
preferences such as default annotation sources for each annotation layer. Because the 
central user and license mechanism is done in Kustvakt and not in Krill, redundancy in 
distributed search and re-implementation in different search component Systems can be 
avoided.

3 Index Representation

Krill, as it is based on Lucene, uses an inverted index5 to provide full-text search 
capabilities in a corpus. In contrast to tools like grep, this approach does not treat
textual data as a sequence of characters, but as a sequence of tokens (nrost often 
“words” ). Thus, searching for these tokens provides direct access to the occurrence 
of these tokens in a collection of docunrents. An inverted index consists of a ternr 
dictionary (based on the tokens) with direct access to the associated information on the l
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occurrence of a token in the corpus, so-called postings lists (see Fig. 4). While most of 
the time the dictionary is kept in memory for fast access, postings lists are only loaded 
(partially) in memory, everytime a term is retrieved as part of the query process.

As a search component of KorAP, Krill indexes and 
provides search on primary data (i.e. corpus text), 
various layers of annotation data (e.g. lemma, part-of- 
speech, constituent annotations) and nretadata of the 
resources. The KorAP data nrodel (see Banski et ah,
2013b) separates primary data and annotations (i.e. a 
standoff architecture) to allow for multiple, potentially
concurring layers of annotations (see Fig. 2).6 This 
nrodel is the foundation of the KorAP input fornrat 
KorapXML as well as the foundation of the Krill index
design.

Metadata provides Information on the document- 
level (cf. Zobel and Moffat, 2006), such as author In-
formation of a text or the publication date. The data 
structure of the term dictionary for metadata depends 
on the stored data type and the expected matching 
operations. For example, publication dates may need
to be stored as numerical data to provide support for ränge queries (e.g. “Search in all 
documents published since 1786”), while titles may be stored as full-text searchable 
data (e.g. “Search in all documents containing the word ‘Reise’ in the title” ), and 
organizing the term dictionary for string data using hashes may be efficient, but may 
also prevent access using regulär expressions.

Metadata Heids in Krill can have the following types:1

Figure 2: K o rA P  data model

date
int

keyword
störe

string
text

Date Held (e.g. publication date)
Numerical integer field (e.g. number of tokens) 
Multiple strings (e.g. keyword tags)
Retrieve-only value (e.g. associated file reference) 
Fixed string (e.g. text identifier)
Tokenized full-text Held (e.g. text title)

Annotation data provides Information on the word-level of the text and is subdivided
into foundries denoting the resource of a certain annotation (e.g. the annotation tool
used to generate the annotation) that may contain multiple annotation layers. In KorAP,
a user can search for an annotation in a specific foundry and layer, by adding a prefix 
to the query term, specifying the requested annotation, for example [mate/l=sun] to

5For a brie f introduc.tion to  inverted indic.es for fu ll-text search, see Z ob e l and M offat (2006).
“ A lth o u g h  K rill Supports overlapp ing a n nota tion s, at the  m om ent it is lim ited  to  one stream  o f 

tokens (i.e. a single tokenization  for all layers).
‘ C urrently , m etad ata  fields are defined by  D E R E K O . In the future, K rill w ill su p p ort arb itrary

m etadata  fields o f  the given types.
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Term Payload
l-------------------------------------------- 1 :...................... ■
<>:foundry/layer=key:value$<b>PTI<i>...
i__11_______ i i_____i i___ 11_____ i i______ii______i

Annotation Prefixes 
s : surface terms 
i : surface term s (lower case)
<>: span annotation
>: relation annotation (source to target) 
<: relation annotation (target to source) 
£ : attribute annotation 
_ : offset Information of the token 
- :  annotation metadata

Figure 3 : Term  structu res for annotations in the K rill index

search for the term “sun” in the lenima layer of the Mofe-foundry using the PoliqarpT 
query notation (KorAP’s extension to Poliqarp).

To distinguish between annotations in the index, all annotation terms in the term 
dictionary have foundry and layer prefixes (see Fig. 3, left). Annotations in Krill can 
have the following types, specified as optional additional type prefixes to the dictionary 
terms (see Fig. 3, right):

Token Token-level information terms
(e.g. the surface form of a term or the lenima)

Span Span-level information terms
(e.g. sentences or nominal phrases)

Relation Relational information spanning between terms and/or spans 
(e.g. dependency relations)

Attribute Annotations to tokens, spans, or relations
(e.g. the href-attribute of an HTML anchor element)

Further annotation types are being considered, for example to describe punctuations.8
The document identifier and the starting position of the annotation are stored in the 

postings list, along with additional retrievable information encoded in byte streams 
(so-called pa.yloa.ds) ,9 for example the length of a span or the annotation a relation 
refers to.

Additional information supported by all annotation types includes a leading byte for 
term type identification, a unique token identifier, and a byte value indicating the level 
of confidence of the annotation source.

Character offsets of tokens (relevant for matching highlights, see Sec. 5) are stored 
once per token position. Span terms may störe additional character offset information 
in payloads, to include surrounding non-token characters, for example punctuation and 
quotation marks.

y K rill does not Support p u n ctu a tion  search yet. In the future, p u n ctu ation s  w ill be  indexed  as 
attachem ents to  surrounding tokens in order to  keep searching for sequences o f  words sim ple.

9T he doeum entation  o f  payload byte  stream s is available at h t tp s :/ /g ith u b .co m /K o r A P /K r ill /b lo b / 
m aster/m isc/payloads.m d.

I
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corenlp/p= DT 
corenlp/p= NN 
corenlp/p= VBZ 
corenlp/p= JJ  
corenlp/p= CC 

o:corenlp/c= ADJP 
o:corenlp/c= NP

<1 ,1 > ,< 2 ,1 > ,< 2 ,4 >
<1 ,2 > ,< 2 ,2 > ,< 2 ,5 >
<1,3>
<1,4>
<2,3>
<1, < 4 ,5 ,2 »
<1, <1,3,1», <2, <1,3,1», 
<2, < 4 , 6 , 1 » ,  <2, < 1 , 6 , 0 »

o:corenlp/c= VP 
o:corenlp/c= S

<1, < 3 ,5 ,1 »  
<1, < 1 ,5 ,0 »

Figure 4: Exam p le  index representation o f tw o docum ents, show ing the term  d ictiona ry  and the 
postings lists

Figure 4 exemplifies the structure of the Krill index for two documents. Both 
documents have a sequence of tokens ( token stream), a token-level annotation and a 
span-level annotation. The term dictionary contains all annotations including prefixes. 
The associated postings lists are illustrated as lists of tuples starting with the identifier 
of the text in which the annotation occurs, followed by occurrence-specific information, 
that vary according to the annotation type. The surface terms (e.g. i:moon) and the 
token-level annotations (e.g. the part-of-speech annotation corenlp/p=DT) störe their 
token position in the token stream. The span-level annotations (e.g. the constituency 
annotation <>: corenlp/c=S) störe their Start and end positions, and the level in the 
tree hierarchy, partially encoded in payloads.

An annotation as in Figure 4 would be encoded in the following structure:

<> :corenlp/c=NP$<b>64<i>0<i>8<i>2<b>l

This structure is expected by Krill when Processing token streams. The preüx <> 
denotes the span type, coren lp /c  denotes the foundry and the layer, and NP denotes 
the annotation value. $ splits the term dictionary part and the postings list part whose 
structure may differ depending on the information needed to be stored. Everything that 
follows $ is stored per token as a byte stream. The information in the angular brackets 
defines the data type to decode the following information (<b> for byte, <i> for integer 
etc.). The first byte (<b>64) introduces the payload identifier for denoting a span-level 
annotation, the following two integers encode the character offsets of the annotation 
(<i>0 to <i>8), the next integer contains the token position after the end of the span 
(<i>2), and the final byte represents the depth of the annotation in a hierarchy (<b>l 
means the annotation is a direct child to the root).

In KorAP, a separate internal preprocessing pipeline is used to enrich corpus data 
(based on the 15 formal of D e R e K o ; see Lüngen and Sperberg-McQueen, 2012) by 
adding standoff annotations from multiple foundries (including CoreNLP, Mate or Xerox
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Figure 5 : Ko ra lQ uery translation  into Lucene applicable queries

parsers) resulting in KorapXML (Banski et al., 2012). A base foundry provides the 
minimum annotation necessary for Krill, including sentences, paragraphs, and text 
boundaries. The KorapXML data can be transformed into a JSON document consisting 
of a single token stream of the Krill term structure described above by using a conversion 
tool.10 The resulting JSON docunrent can be indexed by Krill.

A Krill index is not static and is updated every time a new document is added or 
deleted. Deletion is done by maintaining a list of deleted docunrents that are excluded 
from every virtual corpus requested (see Sec. 4.1). The documents will be purged from 
the index regularly as a defragmentation of the index. Moreover, Krill uses unique text 
identifiers in the metadata for Updates: docunrents are updated by deleting the old 
Version of a docunrent and adding a new one to the index. As a consequence, every 
nrodification of the docunrent, such as an addition of annotations, will result in a new 
Version of the whole docunrent.

4 Query Processing

KorAP is designed to handle various kinds of queries from existing corpus query 
languages. These queries of different syntaxes are represented in a common forrnat 
by the KoralQuery protocol (see Sec. 2 and Bingel and Diewald, 2015) serialized in 
JSON-LD (Sporny et al., 2014). KoralQuery describes conrplex linguistic queries as 
nested objects with various types and operations. Krill is the reference implementation 
for KoralQuery consunrption, ainring for conrpletely supporting it.

On the root level, KoralQuery distinguishes between document queries and span 
queries. Document queries allow to specify a virtual corpus (i.e. a defined subcollection 
of docunrents) by nreans of docunrent-level metadata constraints (see Banski et al., 
2013b), while span queries dehne a textual span to search in the virtual corpus on the 
word-level.

Figure 6 shows a KoralQuery docunrent. The query section is a serialization of 
the query [orth=sun] [] [orth=moon] ? (Poliqarp notation). The c o lle c t io n  section 
deünes a virtual corpus to limit the search to all documents where the author metadata 
üeld contains the term “ Goethe” , the pubDate üeld contains a date since 1786, and

10https://github.com/KorAP/Korap-XML-Krill
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1 {
2 "Scontext" "http://korap.ids-m
3 "collection"
4 "@type" "kora 1:docGroup"
5 "Operation" 'operat i o n :and"
6 "operands"
7 "@type" "ko ral:doc"
8 "key" "auth or "
9 "match" "match:contains"
10 "value" "Go ethe 11
11
12 "@type" "ko ral:docGroup"
13 "Operation" "operat ion:and"
14 "operands" [{
15 "@type" koral:doc"
16 "key" "pubDate"
17 "match" match:g e q "
18 "type" "type:date"
19 "value" '1786"
20 }, {
21 "@type" koral:docGroup"
22 "Operation 11 11 Operation : or
23 "operands' : [{
24 "@type" "koral:doc"
25 "key" title"
26 "match" "match:contains
27 "value" "Reise"
28
29 "@type" "koral:doc"
30 "key" title"
31 "match" "match:contains
32 "value" "Wahlverwandtsc
33 }] ,
34 }]
35 }]
36 },
37 11 query 11
38 "@type" "kora 1:group"
39 "inOrder" true
40 "Operation" 'Operation:sequen
41 "operands "
42 "@type" "ko ral:token"
43 "wrap"
44 "@type" koral:term"
45 "key" "su
46 "layer" orth"
47 "match" 'match:eq"
48
49
50 "@type" "ko ral:token"
51
52 "@type" "ko ral:group"
53 "Operation" "Operation:repe
54 "boundary"
55 "@type" koral:boundary"
56 "max" 1
57 "min" 0
58 } ,
59 "operands" [{
60 "@type" koral : token 11
61 "wrap"
62 "@type" "koral:term"
63 "key" 'moon"
64 "layer" "orth"
65 "match" "match:eq"
66
67 }]
68 }]
69 }
70 }

n.de/ns/koral/0.3/context.js

Figure 6 : A  Ko ralQ uery docum ent

http://korap.ids-m


author contains Goethe

IpubDate geq 1786
title contains Reise 
title contains Wahlverwandtschaften■

r
e in e
eeiei

e in e
eeiei = 00111

VC: 00110

Figure 7: B it  vector calculation o f the virtua l corpus as defined in Figure 6 based on five docum ents

a t i t l e  Seid that contains either the term “ Reise” or “WahlVerwandschaften” (see 
Diewald and Bingel, 2015, for the KoralQuery specification).

To process a query, Krill parses and validates the KoralQuery and transforms the 
virtual corpus into applicable Lucene Filters and span queries into applicable Lucene 
SpanQueries (see Fig. 5). The span query may need to be rewritten into an intermediate 
query tree according to a query plan to be applicable. The following sections describe 
these steps.

4.1 Document Queries

In Krill, every search is limited to a virtual corpus, therefore the virtual corpus is 
prepared first based on the nested constraints in KoralQuery. Each constraint is 
described by a key (e.g. “author” for the name of the author of a document), potentially 
a value (e.g. “Goethe” as the author’s name), a matching operator, expressing how the 
requested value has to match with the document’s value (e.g. as a preüx or a postüx) 
and the type of the constraint (e.g. if the constraint represents a string match, a date 
ränge, a regulär expression; cf. Figure 6, line 7-10). These constraints can be nested in 
groups of boolean operations. If no constraint is defined, the virtual corpus contains all 
available documents.

For each metadata term in the term dictionary, a postings list of the documents is 
stored in which the term occurs (see Sec. 3). As metadata information is stored on the 
document level, postings lists for metadata information can simply be treated as bit 
vectors with one bit per document in the corpus. In case a metadata term exists for one 
document, the associated bit is set. Using bitwise boolean operations, arbitrary complex 
virtual corpora can be constructed. Figure 7 shows the calculation of the virtual corpus 
for the nested document query in Figure 6 based on üve documents, using bitwise or 
( I) and bitwise and (&). The resulting virtual corpus can be represented as a bit vector 
itself, allowing for space-efflcient caching.

The actual implementation of document level postings lists varies depending on 
several factors (e.g. the density o f documents or if a postings list is stored on disk or 
cached in memory). For sparse cached postings lists (e.g. only a fraction of the corpus’ 
documents contain the word “Wahlverwandtschaften” in the title field) Lucene, starting 
with Version 5, implements bit sets as so-called Roa.ring bit.maps focusing on efflcient 
compression and fast bit operations (Chambi et al., 2016). Range queries as mentioned

l
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in the example above are precompiled as a disjunction of the postings lists of all terms 
in the given ränge optinrized using indexed postings lists of sub ranges (see Schindler 
and Diepenbroek, 2008, pp. 1957f).

Operations on the virtual corpus include counting the number of texts in the virtual 
corpus (equivalent to the cardinality of the bit vector), aggregating stored numerical 
data (e.g. number of tokens, sentences, paragraphs in the virtual corpus), and grouping 
of Statistical data by certain metadata üelds (e.g. the distribution o f sentences per 
genre in the virtual corpus). Document queries restrict span queries to documents that 
are elements of the virtual corpus (see next section).

4.2 Span Queries

In addition to the document-level ternr index for nretadata information, the word-level 
term index for tokenized textual data requires more information than the existence in a 
document, for example, the position of a certain token in a text (cf. Sec. 3). To find, for 
example, a sequence of two words like “the sun” in a corpus, both terms are searched 
in the term dictionary and their associated postings lists are analyzed in parallel, to 
find matching documents and consecutive token positions that indicate a sequence of 
these two tokens.

Krill Supports various query constructs as speciüed in KoralQuery. Analogously to 
document queries, these query constructs can be nested and become arbitrarily complex. 
The resulting query tree consists of leaf nodes with term look-ups, returning the span 
information of a term, and inner nodes of operations that can be applied on the nested 
spans.

The result of a span query is always a span, meaning that it always contains infor-
mation on the start position, the end position, and additional optional information 
in collected payloads. Operations may use this information to compare nested spans, 
for example, if two tokens are consecutive in an Operation requiring a sequence of two 
tokens. Payloads may also be passed further to nested operations. Moreover, operations 
are capable of adding new information to the span’s payloads.

If sonre spans satisfy the requirements of a span query, new spans are created and 
returned, for example in the case of the consecutive tokens, a span starting at the first 
token and ending at the last one is created as the resulting span.

Lucene implements such operations as so-called SpanQueries. While document queries 
may use fast bit operations for matching, SpanQueries always iterate sequentially over 
the postings lists of every term that is part of the query as well as every temporary 
postings list, that is the result of a span Operation.11

11Luc.ene uses determ inistic. Ski.pLists (P ugh , 1990; M unro et al., 1992) to  im prove perform ance o f  
m oving forw ard  to  specific  docu m en ts  in postings lists, for exam ple  to  sk ip  docu m en ts  that are 
not part o f  the virtual corpus.
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focus6( )

focus(
startsWith(
<corenlp/c=NP>j
the/i {[orth=sun | orth^noon]} [corenlp/p=CC]

)

The sun and the moon

CE

1:startsWith(2,3) 

—  \
»:corenlp/c=NPj 3:sequenc8(4,5)

---------- \
C irthe) sequence{ , )

/  _
class( } ( 7:corenlp/p=CC 1

8:or(9,10)
\

9:s:sun ]  (10 :s:m oon)

Figure 8 : A  nested span query w ith  its query tree  visua liza tion

To be able to fully support KoralQuery, the set of Lucene SpanQueries was largely 
extended and new concepts (like classes) were introduced.12 Supported query constructs 
in Krill can be categorized as follows:

Term queries index look-up of tokens, spans, relations, and at- 
tributes (see p. 4), including regulär expressions

Comparison queries include logical operations (and, or, not), distance 
(matching two spans with a defined number of tokens 
or spans in between), position (matching one span 
in a positional relation to another, e.g. enrbedding 
or overlapping), repetition (matching one span with 
a defined sequential repetition), etc.

Span modification queries include extensions to left or right, etc.

Class queries include dass setting and focus

Figure 8 shows a query in Poliqarp+ notation, searching for a sequence of the word 
“the” (case-insensitive), followed either by the word “sun” or “moon” , and ending with 
a coordinating conjunction (CC) annotated by the corenlp foundry. As a wrapping 
constraint, the sequence needs to be at the beginning of a nominal phrase (NP) as 
annotated by the corenlp foundry. In addition, a fragment of the query -  the or- 
relation of “sun” and “moon” -  is nrarked as a dass (using curly brackets) and at the 
root of the query tree, this class is focused, nreaning a nratch would return the span of 
“sun” or “moon” without their contexts.

After the query is serialized as KoralQuery and transformed into Lucene SpanQueries, 
the resulting query tree has the structure as illustrated on the right side o f Figure 8. 
Term look-ups are pictured as leaf nodes in white boxes.

12Recent versions o f  Lucene support a wider variety o f  query constructs, that were already introduced 
to Krill, such as S p a n W ith in Q u ery .

I
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4.3 Query Planning

Because the constructs of the KoralQuery protocol have their origins in the various 
corpus query languages covered by Koral that were developed for various corpus search 
technologies (including concepts Corning fronr regulär expressions, relational databases, 
XML processing and others), not all of these constructs can be directly translated into 
a ternr based search. Therefore Krill has a planning phase to rewrite queries before 
they get translated into actual Lucene SpanQueries.

[orth=sun] [] [orth=moon] ?

The exanrple query above13 requests a sequence of tokens, with the first having the 
surface form sun, the second matching any token, and the last optionally matching the 
surface form moon. The any token of CQP-based corpus query languages matches all 
tokens in a token sequence (see [] in Evert and the OCWB Development Team, 2010, 
p. 11). In a linear search, this query can recognize the context of the token sequence 
and would accept any token as a match. An inverted index, however, has no knowledge 
of linear contexts of token sequences, meaning this token is not directly retrievable from 
the index or it would need to aggregate the postings lists of all surface terms in the 
ternr dictionary.

The query planner translates any tokens in sequences into either distance operations 
between the surrounding parts or, in case an any token is at the end or at the beginning 
of a sequence, into extension operations, that sinrply extend the resulting span by a 
certain number of tokens. For the exanrple above, a distance of one token between 
[orth=sun] and [orth=moon] ? is added.

d is ta n ce (+ l, [orth=sun], [orth=moon]? ) 14

This query is however insufficient. Although the optional token [orth=moon] ? at the 
end of the exanrple query is retrievable in case it occurs, it needs to be reforrnulated 
to an or-relation Operation to be processable in case it does not occur. For the case 
[orth=moon] occurs, [] [orth=moon] ? could be redefined as an extension of one token 
to the left of [orth=moon] and for the case it doesn’t occur, as an any token.

[orth=sun] (e x te n d (- l, [orth=moon]) I [ ] )

As described above, an independent any token is unretrievable. Thus, the or-relation 
scope needs to be expanded to the whole query. The first case is reforrnulated as a 
distance query of one token between [orth=sun] and [orth=moon], and the second as 
an extension of one token to the right of [orth=sun].

d is ta n ce (+ l, [orth=sun], [orth=moon]) I extend(+ l, [orth=sun])

13See the  query section  o f  F igure 6, line 37—69, for a K oralQ u ery  serialization  o f  the query.
14T h e  Illustration o f  the query plan is w ritten  as C Q P  based p sea d o  queries.
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focus3(1)

1 ;;contains( , 3)

C o:base/s=*t) 3:class{4)

I
4:or(5,6)

\
distance+1( , ) 6:extend+1(9)

v _______  _
(  7 :s:sun ]  (8 :s:m oon }  [  9:s:sun ]

Figure 9: Rew ritten  span query tree for the  Poliqarp query [o r th = su n ] [ ]  [o rth= m oon]?

The right extension (extend(+ l, [orth=sun])) may exceed the length of a matching 
text (imagine a text ending with the word “sun”). To prevent mismatches regarding 
right extensions, the query planner introduces a new constraint requiring the result 
being inside the text boundary as annotated by the base foundry. The final query tree 
transfornred into a Lucene SpanQuery is shown in Figure 9.

Not all valid KoralQuery requests can be successfully rewritten in the way described 
above. In other words, not all valid queries can be answered by Krill. For example, Krill 
will respond with an error to a query containing just a single any token ( [ ] ) ,  and it will 
respond with a warning to a query with a single optional token (e.g. [orth=moon] ?), 
saying the process will ignore the optionality o f the query.

The query planning phase is also used for query optinrization, whenever the reor- 
ganization of the query tree can be beneficial to performance. In the example above, 
retrieving the postings list for [orth=sun] twice may result in slower performance and 
therefore could be rewritten to a different query plan.

5 Search Results

Although the search response format of Krill is based on JSON-LD,15 the text snippets 
of each match are embedded as HTML fragments. In case of K W IC  (Keyword in 
Context) results, these fragments only contain the textual content and the match 
nrarker. When retrieving further Information about a match reconstructed fronr the 
inverted index, the snippet can be enriched with multiple layers of annotations inline.16

Figure 10 shows a match of “die Sonne” containing Information about the constituency 
(c) layer o f the corenlp foundry. API clients (like Kalamar) can easily parse this 
Information and process it in various ways, for example to show table views for token- 
level information, or tree views for hierarchical spans and relations (see Fig. 11).

Classes (as introduced in the previous section) may also be used as partial highlights 
of a match, to map sections of the query directly to parts of the match. Figure 11 shows

15T h e  search response form at o f  K orA P  is not fu lly  spec.ified as part o f  K oralQ uery yet.
‘ ' K ri I makes a distinc.tion betw een token-, span- and relation -based  annotations. O n ly  conc.urrent 

retrieval o f  m ultiple token-based annotations is supported. Span- and relation -based annotations 
can on ly  be retrieved separately to  avoid overlapping.

I
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1 < span d a s s  " context - lef t " /span
2 < mark >
3 <span title " corenlp/c:CS " >
4 span title " corenlp/c:ROOT">
5 span title "corenlp/c:S ">
6 span title "corenlp/c:NP" die Sonne /span
7 war

span title "corenlp/c:CAP" hoch und hei ß /sp;
9 /span>,
10 span title "corenlp/c:S ">
11 ich mu ß te
12 span title "corenlp/c:S ">
13 span title "corenlp/c:NP" meine Kleidung /sj
14 erleichtern,
15 span title "corenlp/c:S ">
16 die ich
17 span title "corenlp/c:PP " •
18 bei der veränderlichen Atmosphä.re
19 span title "corenlp/c:NP" des Tages /sp;
20 /span
21 oft wechsele
22 /span
23 /span >
24 /span>
25 /span
26 /span
27 /mark
28 span d a s s  " context-right" ></span

Figure 10: M atch sn ippet w ith  enriched annotation from c o re n lp / c

a search result in the frontend component Kalamar for the query [corenlp/p=ART] 
({1 : Sonne} I { 2 :Mond}) [] (Poliqarp+notation), which has two numbered classes (in 
curly brackets). Depending on the matching term, “Sonne” and “Mond” are underlined 
using different colors.

6 Related Work

Corpus search differs from typical Information retrieval (e.g. web search) in terms of 
relevance and ranking. Whilst Information retrieval aims to obtain relevant resources 
and ranks its results by the degree o f relevance, there is typically no Variation in the 
degree of relevance of corpus search results. Corpus search focuses on accuracy and 
only correct matches with 100% accuracy are regarded as results.

Many corpus search engines such as the IMS Corpus Workbench (CWB) and Poliqarp 
are based on a tabular data model whose rows represent token sequences and columns 
various annotations. CWB4 or Ziggurat attempts to overcome the limitations of CWB3 
that can only handle up to 2.1 billion tokens and to meet all the CQLF metamodel levels 
by extending the CWB3 data model extensively (Evert and Hardie, 2015). However, 
to simplify the data model representation, access, and implementation, it would be 
limited to work only with static corpora where the tokenization and annotation values 
cannot be modified and the documents cannot be added to or deleted from the indexed 
corpora. Moreover, corpora cannot be combined into a single virtual corpus.

Relational databases are deemed to have problems to scale up to large corpora, 
particularly with billions of words (Evert and Hardie, 2015). Ghodke and Bird (2008)
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1 [corenlp/p=ART]{{1 :Sonne} | {2:Mond»D

author contains Goethe
pubDate geq 1786

title contains Reise
title contains W ahlverwandtschaften

in one Collection *■ with Poliqarp * □  Sampli

i .  nun scheint die Sonne im Untergehen noch an den alten Turm, der m ir vor dem Fenster steht. Verzeihung, daß ich so sehr auf Wind und Wetter achthabe: der R

^vierzigsten Grad, die Sonne brannte heftig, niemand traut dem schönen Wetter, man schreit über das böse des vergehenden Jahres, man jam m ert, daß der große g J

. wird der Weg immer interessanter, und wenn er bisher seit Benediktbeuern herauf von Höhe zu Höhe stieg und alle Wasser die Region der Isar suchten, so blickt Q  
man nun über einen Rücken in das Inntal, und Inzingen liegt vor uns. die Sonne w ar hoch und heiß, ich mußte meine Kleidung erleichtern, die ich bei der 
veränderlichen Atmosphäre des Tages oft wechsele, bei Zirl fährt man ins Inntal herab, die Lage ist unbeschreiblich schön, und der hohe Sonnenduft machte sie 
ganz herTlich. der Postillon...

Sonne ließ sich wieder blicken, die Luft war leidlich; ich packte ein, und um sieben Uhr fuhr ich weg. die Atmosphäre ward über die Wolken Herr

auf und beleuchtete ungeheuere Gegenstände, einige Mühlen zwischen uralten Fichten über dem schäumenden Strom waren '

Sonne scheint heiß, und man glaubt wieder einmal an einen Gott, eine arme Frau rief mich an, ich möchte ihr Kind in den Wagen nehmen, \

immer einen Schein um sich, morgens gegen fünf Uhr überzog sich der ganze Himmel mit grauen, nicht schweren Wolken, die i

die Sonne schien immer dazu, sie haben lange kein so gutes Jahr gehabt; es gerät alles; das Üble haben sie uns zugeschickt, das Gebirge, die Steil

Sonne sticht und trocknet schnell, und nun geht der Rückzug an. bei dieser Gelegenheit suchen die Taschenkrebse ihren Raub, wunderlicher i

Sonne wendeten ; nun gingen meine botanischen Spekulationen an, denen ich den andern Tag auf einem Spaziergange nach dem Monte Mario

Sonne scheint hell und warm, Schnee sieht man nur auf den entferntesten Bergen gegen Norden, die Zitronenbäume, die in den Gärten an >

Sonne höherer Kunst und reiner Menschheit", heute, als am Dreikönigsfeste, habe ich die Messe nach griechischem Ritus vortragen sehen und

hoch und heiter, nach und nach zog sich der Rauch durch die Wände, Lücken und Öffnungen, ihn beleuchtete der Mond wie einen

einen Nebel, der Anblick war köstlich, so muß man das Pantheon, das Kapitol beleuchtet sehn, den Vorhof der Peterskirche und ander

der Sonne beschienen . wie wird er erst in Neapel sein! wir finden das meiste schon grün, meine botanischen Grillen bekräftigen sich an allem

Sonne unsere Bahn, wir kamen durch Albano, nachdem wir vorGenzano an dem Eingang eines Parks gehalten hatten, den Prinz Chigi, der Besi

der Sonne erleuchtete Rauchsäulen, die aus zerstreuten, kaum sichtbaren Hütten emporstiegen. Velletri liegt sehr angenehm auf einem vulkani;

die Sonne recht heiß in unsere enge rollende Wohnung, bei ganz rein heller Atmosphäre kamen wir Neapel näher; und nun fanden wir uns wirklich

der Sonne, so lange sie scheinen will, der Neapolitaner glaubt, im Besitz des Paradieses zu sein, und hat von den nördlichen Ländern einen sehr t

Sonne ging hinter den Gebirgen von Capri und Capo Minerva herrlich auf. Kniep zeichnete fleißig die Umrisse der Küsten und Inseln und ihre ver

Sonne ging unter ins Meer, begleitet von Wolken und einem langen, meilenweit reichenden Streifen, alles purpurglänzende Lichter, auch dieses

Sonne tauchte klar aus dem Meere herauf, um sieben Uhr erreichten wir ein französisches Schiff, welches zwei Tage vor uns abgegangen war;

Sonne herüberscheinend . die klaren Schattenseiten aller Gebäude sahen uns an, vom Widerschein erleuchtet. Monte Pellegrino rechts, seine

dazu voll hintereinem Vorgebirge herauf und schien ins Meer; und diesen Genuß, nachdem man vier Tage und Nächte auf den '

Sonne, ohne daß man ihr Bild hätte unterscheiden können, das Meer überieuchtete, welches die schönste Himmelsbläue zeigte, die man n u r :

>1

Figure 11: Screenshot o f the Ka lam ar Frontend l
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illustrate this problem by comparing query execution time between a native XML DB 
(eXist) and a relational database (Oracle). Their experiments show that the query 
execution times of both approaches increase greatly as the dataset size increases. Recent 
evaluations have shown however, that parallelization can be a reasonable approach in 
dealing with these issues (Schneider, 2012). Besides, Da.vies (2005) suggests that his 
n-gram table approach has no limitations on the corpus size and the number of annota- 
tion tables and works very fast on pattern matching and synonym queries. However, 
Evert and Hardie (2015) argue about its redundancy issue and capability to handle 
more complex linguistic data structures. ANNIS (Zeldes et al., 2009) Supports complex 
linguistic annotations, but it has only been tested with relatively small annotated 
corpora.1'

XML database technologies such as BaseX and eXist rely heavily on XQuery and 
XPath to navigate and extract data from XML documents. Using XPath to query data 
with multiple stand-off annotation flies is rather ineffective due to the need to resolve 
pointers between the flies repeatedly (Mayo et ab, 2006). The re-implementation of 
N X T’s query language using XQuery (NQL, Mayo et al., 2006) is shown to be able to 
load about four times more data than the former NXT Search with Java implementation 
(Carletta et ab, 2005) while utilizing the sarne memory size. However, using XQuery 
with stand-off data format decreases the speed performance in executing queries (Mayo 
et ab, 2006).

Krill is based on prior research on the applicability of Lucene for complex linguistic 
corpus search tasks (Schnober, 2012). Düring the development of Krill, similar Lucene- 
based search engines emerged, like BlackLab18 and MTAS.19 BlackLab also Supports 
multiple query languages (e.g. CQL, Lucene QL), but only basic features have been 
supported yet.20 MTAS is a new corpus search engine in its early stages with support 
for distributed search using Apache Soll'.21

7 Further Work

To support horizontal scalability in KorAP, multiple Krill instances can be utilized in 
a document-partitioned cluster for distributed search managed by Kanalito, that is 
still under development (see Sec. 2). With the introduction of this receptionist Service, 
more features will be available, like faeet search and methods for sorting, that have 
been already supported by COSMAS II. In addition, Statistical analysis of query results 
through frequency and co-occurrence are in preparation.

We plan on evaluating Krill performance, for instance in terms of searching and 
indexing with regard to corpus size and in comparison to other corpus search Systems,

1 ‘ h ttp s:/ / corp lin g .u is .g eorgetow n .ed u /a n n is -corp ora /
T 11 p: / /in l .g ith u b .io /B la ck L a b /

"  1111 ps:/ / m eerten sin stitu u t.g ith u b .io /m ta s /
0 https: /  /  g ith u b .co m /IN L /B la ck L a b /w ik i/B la ck la b -q u e ry -to o l

21 http : / /lu c e n e .a p a ch e .o rg /s o lr /
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such as COSMAS II. We also plan an evaluation o f the scope of supported query 
constructs, especially with respect to the work on CQLF (Bahski et ah, 2016).

8 Summary

We have described Krill, a search component in KorAP, and its interaction with other 
components in the KorAP architecture. Krill is based on Lucene and uses an inverted 
index to perform full-text search. We have extended Lucene to support a wide ränge of 
corpus query operations on multiple annotations, and the flexible creation of virtual 
corpora. Krill is open source, available on GitHub22 and published under the BSD-2 
License. Despite being developed in the context of KorAP, Krill can be used as a 
stand-alone application.
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